SyntDB: defining orthologues of human long noncoding RNAs across primates.
SyntDB (http://syntdb.amu.edu.pl/) is a collection of data on long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) and their evolutionary relationships in twelve primate species, including humans. This is the first database dedicated to primate lncRNAs, thousands of which are uniquely stored in SyntDB. The lncRNAs were predicted with our computational pipeline using publicly available RNA-Seq data spanning diverse tissues and organs. Most of the species included in SyntDB still lack lncRNA annotations in public resources. In addition to providing users with unique sets of lncRNAs and their characteristics, SyntDB provides data on orthology relationships between the lncRNAs of humans and other primates, which are not available on this scale elsewhere. Keeping in mind that only a small fraction of currently known human lncRNAs have been functionally characterized and that lncRNA conservation is frequently used to identify the most relevant lncRNAs for functional studies, we believe that SyntDB will contribute to ongoing research aimed at deciphering the biological roles of lncRNAs.